Long Range Financial Plan
FISCAL YEAR 2021-22
November 1, 2022

Pursuant to HB18-1430 (§2-3-209, C.R.S.), each State agency is required to submit an annual
long-range financial plan beginning November 1, 2019. The statutory elements required in
these plans include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statement of the agency’s mission
Description of the agency’s major functions
Description of the agency’s performance goals
Performance evaluation of the agency’s major programs with recommendations to improve performance
Description of anticipated trends, conditions, or events affecting the agency
Description of any programs funded by federal funds or gifts, grants, and donations that
may decrease in the future.

This long-range financial plan covers the five-year period beginning in the current fiscal year
(from FY 2021‑22 through FY 2025-26). The plan is not a policy document but rather a management tool to support effective planning and resource allocation. As such, it does not reflect the
impact of policy proposals. In addition, given the November 1 statutory deadline for the plans,
they were developed prior to the finalization of the Governor’s FY 2022-23 budget request, and
thus may not reflect all technical changes prepared for the budget.
The information gathered and presented in the plan aligns with the Governor's Office of State
Planning and Budgeting's instructions for submission and does not represent the totality of information included in the Department's November 1 Budget Submission and material differences between the two documents are intentional and not due to mistakes or omissions.

The Office of State Planning and Budgeting (OSPB) has developed a statewide overview of the
long-range plan submissions, which can be viewed on OSPB’s website at: https://
www.colorado.gov/ospb
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01
CDOT OVERVIEW

2

DEPARTMENT DESCRIPTION
The Colorado Department of Transportation is the cabinet level department that plans for, operates,
maintains, and constructs the state-owned multimodal transportation system.
The Department’s statutory authority resides within Title 43, Article 1, Part 1 of the Colorado Revised
Statutes (2019). C.R.S. 43-1-106 vests the Colorado Transportation Commission with authority to formulate
general policy with respect to the management, construction, and maintenance of public highways and
other transportation systems in the state, and to assure the preservation and enhancement of Colorado’s
environment, safety, mobility, and economics considered in the planning, selection, construction,
and operation of all transportation projects in Colorado.

CDOT BY THE NUMBERS
Responsible for the Colorado
State Highway System,
encompassing 9,074 centerline
miles, with 22,996 total lane
miles

Colorado’s State Highways
support more than 33 billion
vehicle miles of travel each
year

There are 3,460 bridges and
other major structures
throughout the State Highway
System

CDOT operates and maintains
approximately 1,850 traffic
signals on Colorado’s roadways

Colorado’s aviation system
includes 73 public use airports
and one seaplane base

Bustang, CDOT’s interregional
bus service, accommodated
238,135 passenger trips in 2019

CDOT’s Heavy Fleet includes
975 snowplows and other
essential vehicles

CDOT Maintenance Crews
plowed more than seven million
lane miles last winter season

CDOT keeps 35 major mountain
passes open for public travel
throughout the entire year

Helps to maintain and monitor
278 out of 522 monitored
avalanche paths

CDOT’s light vehicle fleet
includes 273 alternative fuel
vehicles

Helped provide 415 publicly
available DC fast charging
electric vehicle stations along
the state highway system
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VISION & MISSION

CDOT’S VISION:
To enhance the quality of life and the
environment of the citizens of Colorado by
creating an integrated transportation system
that focuses on safely moving people and
goods by offering convenient linkages among
modal choices.

CDOT’S MISSION:
To provide the best multi-modal transportation
system for Colorado that most effectively and
safely moves people, goods, and information.
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CDOT VALUES

We work together to achieve a high performing SAFETY culture. We promote and
apply consistent and sustainable work behaviors in everything we do. We foster a
safety-focused environment, which is free of discrimination and harassment.

We value our EMPLOYEES and the PEOPLE of Colorado. We recognize the skills and
abilities of our coworkers and communities draw strength from our diversity and
commitment to equal opportunity. We advocate for an organizational culture where
employees are empowered to speak up and encouraged to participate in providing the
best transportation systems for Colorado. We understand that our success depends on
teamwork and collaboration with all relevant stakeholders, including government,
industry partners, and the communities we are accountable to and serve.

We earn Colorado’s TRUST. We are honest and responsible in all that we do and hold
ourselves to the highest moral and ethical standards. We work to build trust and
accountability with all in our collaborations to get the work done. We are
intentionally transparent, inclusive, and collaborative as transportation strategies
and organizational policies are formed.
We strive to provide the highest level of CUSTOMER SATISFACTION and experience.
With a can-do attitude, we work together and with others to respond effectively to
our internal and external customers’ needs. We engage diverse voices in public
processes to honor the cultural and environmental integrity of Colorado communities
and to better provide access to the full range of transportation resources available.
We support our co-workers by recognizing and encouraging their contributions to the
workplace.
We are committed to QUALITY. We leverage diversity to bring different ideas,
experiences, and perspectives to further excel in everything we do. We are
transparent and inclusive leaders and problem solvers and hold ourselves to a high
level of accountability. We continuously improve our products, services, and
practices of financial, social, and environmental stewardship in support of our
commitment to provide the best transportation systems for Colorado.

We treat everyone with RESPECT. We are kind and civil with everyone, and we act
with courage, humility, and accountability.
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CDOT MAJOR FUNCTIONS

CDOT VALUES

CDOT has four core functions pursuant to state and federal statute and the policies of the Colorado
Transportation Commission, including construction, maintenance and operations, multimodal services, and
suballocated programs. Each of these four core areas incorporate safety, mobility, and asset management.
In addition to the core functions, the Department also performs several key support functions necessary for
its operations.
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CDOT CORE FUNCTIONS
Construction
Supported by construction contractors, CDOT delivers an annual construction
program focused on maintaining the condition of existing assets, improving the
safety of the system, and enhancing mobility through major upgrades and
expansion of the system. CDOT’s construction program includes 13 construction
programs organized into three categories: Asset Management, Safety, and
Mobility. Funding for construction includes not only the work performed on the
road by contractors, but also design, right of way acquisition, and related
support costs.

Maintenance & Operations
CDOT maintenance and operations staff are responsible for the daily
maintenance and operation of the state transportation system. This includes
activities focused on 13 Maintenance Program Areas such as snow and ice
removal and pavement repair. Maintenance and Operations staff also perform
activities focused on ensuring the system operates efficiently, such as Courtesy
Patrol and Heavy Tow services to remove inoperable vehicles from traffic, and
real-time travel information provided to travelers via Variable Message Signs
and the COTRIP website.

Multimodal Services
CDOT works to reduce pollution and congestion by providing multimodal
transportation options through its Office of Innovative Mobility and Division of
Transit and Rail. This includes Bustang and Bustang Outrider interregional bus
service, strategic investment in multimodal infrastructure such as mobility
hubs, support for transit and light duty vehicle electrification, bike and
pedestrian programs, and other innovative programs focused on providing more
travel choices to Coloradans.

Suballocated Programs
CDOT administers several suballocated programs, passing funds through to local
agencies to prioritize and deliver transportation improvements. This includes
transit and aeronautics grant programs, as well as flexible programs, such as
STP-Metro and CMAQ, used for a variety of highway and multimodal
improvements. Suballocated programs are organized into three categories:
Highways, Transit, and Aeronautics.
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CDOT SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
Other Programs
CDOT administers several other programs that support its core functions and the
achievement of the Department’s mission to provide the best multimodal
transportation system for Colorado that most effectively and safety moves
people goods, and information. This includes the Department’s planning and
research programs, and safety education programs focused on driver education
and enforcement activities.

Contingency Reserves
CDOT maintains a contingency fund to provide a source of funding for
emergencies (such as major rockfall events or flooding), and for other
unplanned or unanticipated needs such as the need to commit matching funds
for grant opportunities. Ultimately, the majority of contingency funds are
allocated to Construction or Maintenance and Operations programs.

Debt Services
CDOT, the Colorado Bridge Enterprise, and the High Performance
Transportation Enterprise (HPTE) periodically issue debt and are responsible for
annual debt service payments. The majority of this debt is associated with
Certificates of Participation (COPs) issued under SB 17-267 for “strategic
transportation projects,” bonds issued under the federal Build America Bonds
program to advance the replacement of poor bridges under the FASTER Bridge
program, and debt held by the HPTE on major toll corridor projects.

Administration & Agency Operations
Administration & Agency Operations programs support the Department’s core
functions through support services such as contracting and procurement,
development of specifications and standards, materials testing, finance and
accounting, and human resources, among others. Salaries and benefits make up
the largest portion of Administration and Agency Operations costs. Other
examples include software and IT infrastructure, and legal expenses.
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CDOT ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Total FTE: 3,291 positions | 3,021.5 filled

Executive Director
Shoshana Lew

Direct Reporting

1.0 FTE | $549,405

Indirect Reporting

Office of the Executive Director
Chief of Staff: Sally Chafee

Deputy Executive Director
Herman Stockinger

5.0 FTE | $549,505

1.0 FTE | $730,467

Office of Communications
Director: Matt Inzeo

Office of Transportation Safety
Director: Darrell Lingk

23.0 FTE | $4,092,643

18.0 FTE | $20,782,412

Division of Engineering
Chief Engineer: Steve Harelson

Division of Human Resources
Director: Kristi Graham-Gitkind

355.0 FTE | $1,037,846,654

33.5 FTE | $5,667,302

Division of Maintenance & Operations
Director: John Lorme
100.0 FTE | $127,857,105
1

Region One — Denver Area
Director: Paul Jesaitis
776.5 FTE | $229,146,536

Division of Accounting & Finance
Chief Financial Officer: Jeff Sudmeier
88.0 FTE | $35,786,672
2

Region Two — Southeast Colorado
Director: Richard Zamora
421.5 FTE | $87,827,210

Office of Innovative Mobility
Director: Kay Kelley
29.5 FTE | $133,379,756
3

Region Three — Northwest Colorado
Director: Michael Goolsby
570.0 FTE | $99,297,409

Office of Government Relations
Director: Herman Stockinger
100.0 FTE | $127,857,105
4

Region Four — Northeast Colorado
Director: Heather Paddock
499.0 FTE | $111,185,110

5

Region Five — Southwest Colorado
Director: Julie Constan
326.0 FTE | $55,993,431

Colorado Bridge Enterprise
Chair: Karen Stuart
$125,345,153

Transportation Commission
Chair: Karen Stuart

Division of Audit
Director: Frank Spinelli

$173,153

14.0 FTE | $1,676,270

High Performance Transportation
Enterprise Board
Chair: Shannon Gifford

High Performance Transp. Enterprise
Director: Nicholas Farber

Colorado Aeronautical Board
Chair: Robert Olislagers

Division of Aeronautics
Director: David Ulane
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TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
The state’s transportation system is managed by CDOT under the direction of the Colorado Transportation
Commission, which is composed of eleven members from geographic districts around the state, as
established within C.R.S. 43-1-106 (2). Each commissioner, appointed by the Governor and confirmed by
the Colorado Senate, serves a four-year term. The Commission directs policy and programs for the
Department and adopts the Department’s annual budget.

Commission District 1
Commissioner Yessica Holguin
Counties Representing:
Denver

Commission District 2
Commissioner Don Stanton

Counties Representing:
Jefferson and a portion of Broomfield

Commission District 3
Commissioner Eula Adams

Commission District 4
Commission Chair Karen Stuart

Commission District 5
Commissioner Kathleen Bracke

Commission District 6
Commissioner Barbara Vasquez

Counties Representing:
Adams, Boulder, and a portion of Broomfield

Counties Representing:
Larimer, Morgan, Weld, and a portion of
Broomfield

Commission District 7
Commission Vice-Chair Kathy Hall

Commission District 8
Commissioner Mark Garcia

Counties Representing:
Chaffee, Delta, Eagle, Garfield, Gunnison, Lake,
Mesa, Montrose, Ouray, Pitkin, and Summit

Counties Representing:
Alamosa, Achuleta, Conejos, Costilla, Dolores,
Hinsdale, La Plata, Mineral, Montezuma,
Rio Grande, Saguache, San Juan, and San Miguel

Commission District 10
Commissioner Terry Hart

Commission District 11
Commissioner Gary Beedy

Counties Representing:
Bent, Baca, Custer, Huerfano, Kiowa,
Las Animas, Otero, Prowers, and Pueblo
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Counties Representing:
Cheyenne, Elbert, Kit Carson, Lincoln, Logan,
Phillips, Washington, and Yuma

Counties Representing:
Arapahoe and Douglas

Counties Representing:
Clear Creek, Gilpin, Grand, Jackson, Moffat,
Rio Blanco, and Routt

Commission District 9
Commissioner X

Counties Representing:
El Paso, Fremont, Park, and Teller

Commission Secretary
Herman Stockinger
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CDOT DIVISIONS AND OFFICES
Executive Director
The Executive Director’s Office leads the Department in planning for and
addressing Colorado’s transportation needs. The Executive Director, with support
of the Department’s senior staff, sets the strategic direction for the Department,
makes recommendations to the Colorado Transportation Commission, ensures
consistent communication, sets internal policy, establishes short– and long-term
strategic goals, and provides leadership for CDOT through the execution of the
Colorado Transportation Commission’s policies and adopted annual budgets.

Division of Engineering
The division is led by the Chief Engineer and is responsible for integrated
transportation program development functions including planning, engineering,
design, and construction. Reporting to the Chief Engineer are CDOT’s Division of
Transportation Development, Division of Project Support, Office of Property
Management, Office of Civil Rights & Business Resource Center, Office of Program
Management, and the Central Interstate 70 Project Team.

Division of Maintenance and Operations
The Division is responsible for coordinating the Department’s maintenance
program, implementing low cost, high-value operational improvements for the
highway system, emergency management planning and preparation, providing
asset management for various ancillary assets of the Department, and managing
the Department’s vehicle fleet.

Division of Accounting and Finance
The Division is responsible for producing CDOT’s annual budget, under the
direction of the Colorado Transportation Commission. Other functions include:
forecasting transportation funding revenue from the Highway Users Tax Fund,
managing federal-aid billing, providing Department accounting services, and
managing the department’s procurement process.
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CDOT DIVISIONS AND OFFICES

Office of Innovative Mobility
The Office of Innovative Mobility is focused on expanding mobility options and
improving air quality, through transit, rail, ridesharing, electrification, and
emerging technologies. The Division of Transit and Rail reports to the Office of
Innovative Mobility.

Office of Government Relations
Government Relations liaisons with both the state legislature and local
governments on transportation issues effecting the diverse set of communities
within the state. The Office also provides standards on retention of records and
compliance with state and federal statutes.

Office of Communications
The Office of Communications provides the traveling public with updated
communication on the state of the highway system with updates through various
media outlets including television, radio, social media, and the internet. It also
conducts internal communication efforts throughout the Department to keep all
employees informed on important events and initiatives.

Office of Transportation Safety
The Office of Transportation Safety, which reports to the Deputy Executive
Director, helps local law enforcement agencies with special funds to provide
education programs to reduce distracted and impaired driving and to increase the
use of safety belts. It also conducts internal safety programs to ensure that all
employees are safe when performing their work duties.
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DIVISIONS AND OFFICES
High Performance Transportation Enterprise
The Funding Advancement for Surface Transportation and Economic Recovery Act
(FASTER) created the Enterprise (HPTE) in 2009 as a government-owned business
within CDOT. HPTE has the responsibility to seek out opportunities for innovative
and efficient means of financing and delivering important surface transportation
infrastructure projects in the state. It has the statutory power, among others, to
impose tolls and other user fees, to issue bonds, and to enter into contracts with
public and private entities to facilitate Public-Private Partnerships (P3s).

Division of Audit
The Division of Audit provides CDOT executive management assurance that
controls are operating effectively and efficiently. It conducts and supervises:
internal audits on the Department; external audits on persons or entities entering
into contracts with the Department; federally required audits; financial audits in
order to ensure the financial integrity of the Department; and performance audits
to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the operations of the
Department.

Division of Aeronautics
The Division of Aeronautics operates under the guidance of the Colorado
Aeronautical Board and works to support aviation interests statewide, by
awarding and administering grants to help improve Colorado’s 74 airports, funded
by aviation fuel tax receipts.

Division of Human Resources
The Division works to maintain a talented and diverse workforce by recruiting
new employees, managing positive relations with employees, and developing and
administering programs to enhance employee's professional and career
development. CDOT is committed to nondiscriminatory practices and providing
equitable opportunities for employment and advancement throughout the
Department.
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CDOT TRANSPORTATION REGIONS
Colorado’s five Transportation Regions operate under the guidance of the Executive Director, the Deputy
Executive Director, and their respective Regional Transportation Directors. All Regions design highway
projects and award contracts to private companies that submit the lowest bids to construct the projects.
The Regions also deliver needed maintenance for the state multimodal transportation system and maintain
ongoing contact with local governments, industry, and the public within their geographic area. Each region
covers all aspects of CDOT operations for that geographic area, including: engineering, planning and
environmental management, traffic operations, right-of-way acquisition and surveying, and utilities
management.

CDOT Headquarters

Executive Director: Shoshana Lew

2829 W. Howard Pl. | Denver, CO 80204

Region 3

Director: Michael Goolsby

222 S. 6th St. | Grand Junction, CO
81501
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Region 1

Director: Paul Jesaitis

2829 W. Howard Pl. | Denver, CO 80204

Region 4

Director: Heather Paddock

10601 W. 10th St. | Greeley, CO 80634

Region 2

Director: Richard Zamora

5615 Willis Blvd. | Pueblo, CO 81008

Region 5

Director: Julie Constan

3803 N. Main Ave. #306 | Durango, CO
81301
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Update on FY 2020-21 CDOT GOALS
This section provides an update on CDOT’s FY 2020-21 Strategic Policy Initiatives. These initiatives were
developed by integrating the Department’s functions into these the key priorities to achieve the goals
established by the Governor for the administration. These initiatives are aligned with the Department's
"Wildly Important Goals" or "WIGs," the top initiatives set by Department Senior Leadership yearly, outlining
the strategic direction for the upcoming fiscal year. These goals support the key priorities of the
Administration, including both the Governor’s Bold Four goal areas, and the Reimage State Government
initiative.
Transportation is an integral part of all of the Administration’s key priority areas, ensuring that all
Coloradans have equitable access to multimodal transportation options that can help drive the economy
and give citizens access to jobs, healthcare, and education. Additionally, the transportation sector has a
large impact on the environment, but options are available to reduce that impact and continue to ensure
transportation connectivity for all citizens of the state.

.

Wildly Important Goal #1

WHOLE SYSTEM, WHOLE SAFETY
Improve the safety of Colorado’s Transportation System

Wildly Important Goal #2

.

CLEAN TRANSPORTATION
Reduce pollution in our air and congestion on our roads

Wildly Important Goal #3

.

ACCOUNTABILITY & TRANSPARENCY
Respond effectively to our internal and external customers’ needs
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GOVERNOR’S PRIORITIES
ENVIRONMENT &
RENEWABLES

ECONOMY
Foster an economy that works for everyone
As the backbone of the state’s economy, the
transportation system supports the Economy
goal area through the following:

•

Improving rural state highways

•

Support tourism by providing multimodal
access to popular destinations statewide

•

Decreasing the economic impact of vehicle
crashes

•

Providing access for freight
movement statewide

•

Providing job opportunities
through “shovel-ready”
projects

HEALTH
Save Coloradans money on health
care

Move to renewable resources and
protect the environment
Reducing the environmental impact of
pollution from the transportation sector is a
key goal for CDOT, including the following
initiatives:

•

Support adoption of zero emission vehicles
by providing charging station access across
the state highway system

•

Reduce congestion and bottlenecks on the
state highways system, reducing pollution
and increasing reliability

•

Increasing access to multimodal
ddoptions, reducing the reliance on
sssingle occupancy gasoline-powered
ssvehicles

•

Increasing access for zero
xxxemission vehicles to the state’s
xxxscenic and historic areas

Governor’s Dashboard:

Bold Four Priorities

EDUCTATION
Fulfill every child’s potential
regardless of zip-code

The Governor’s Health goal area is supported
by CDOT through the following areas:

CDOT supports the Governor’s Education goal
area by supporting the following initiatives:

•

Providing access to healthcare options
through transportation options

•

Providing access to education opportunities
through transportation options

•

Increasing equitable access for all
Coloradans through multimodal options

•

•

Reducing pollution and ozone emissions from
the transportation sector through zeroemission vehicle adoption and multimodal
options

Increasing equitable access for all
Coloradans through providing more
multimodal options

•

Helping support zero-emission vehicle
adoption through education intiatives with
partners

•

Reducing the severity and incidence of
vehicle crashes on all roads in the state

•

Educating citizens on transportation through
the Department’s project accountability
dashboards and other resources
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Strategic Policy Initiative #1

WHOLE SYSTEM, WHOLE SAFETY
Improve the safety of Colorado’s Transportation System

FISCAL YEAR 2020-21 GOAL:
Improve the safety of Colorado’s Transportation System, reducing the overall
vehicle crash rate per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by two percent
by June 30, 2021 and by six percent by June 30, 2023, from the estimated
calendar year 2019 baseline of 223 crashes per 100 million vehicle miles
traveled.

Background
Even with a downward trend in overall travel throughout calendar year 2020, trafficrelated fatalities and serious injuries have increased, particularly involving younger drivers
and motorcyclists. The Department is aggressively addressing these safety challenges
through its Whole System, Whole Safety program in three areas: Physical Assets, Human
Behavior, and Organizational Change. This WIG allows the Department to meet statewide
and national goals related to safety, and importantly, make the transportation system safer for all users by
working reverse the trends that have developed in the past year.
Successful completion of this goal will improve the safety of transportation for the traveling public for all
modes, reduce the incidence and severity of vehicle crashes, and make progress towards the Department's
visionary goal of zero fatalities and serious injuries.

Divisions Responsible

Supporting Major Functions

Division of Engineering

Suballocated Programs

Office of Transportation Safety

Administration & Agency Operations

Office of Communications

Other Programs
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Strategic Policy Initiative #1

WHOLE SYSTEM, WHOLE SAFETY
Improve the safety of Colorado’s Transportation System

FY 2020-21 Performance Targets


Increase the use of six-inch reflective striping on Colorado State Highways by 3,000 striped miles in
fiscal year 2021 and 6,000 striped miles in fiscal years 2023, from the baseline of 11,509 miles.
Lines with a wide edge are more effective at reducing run-off-the-road crashes, and six-inch reflective
striping will help to reduce the total number of vehicle crashes and helps achieve the Department’s goal of
“Vision Zero.” Studies show that lines with a wider edge can generate up to a 5:1 return on investment on
Colorado roadways. Traffic lines with a wider edge make the road more visible to drivers at night, as well as
during inclement weather events such as snow, rain, and fog. This strategy will also prepare the state for
future transportation technologies, ensuring autonomous vehicles can “see” roadway markings and adapt
appropriately.



Perform outreach to Colorado’s future drivers on driver education, emerging technologies, and
safe usage of the transportation system by training 50,951 young and future drivers through CDOT
traffic safety training programs by June 30, 2021.
In 2020, preliminary data indicates that there were 613 traffic fatalities in Colorado. Of those fatalities, 86,
or 14 percent, involved a driver under the age of 21 years. Fatal crashes involving young drivers increased
eleven percent between 2019 and 2020, and drivers under the age of 21 have the highest likelihood of being
involved in a vehicle crash during their first six months of licensure. Providing outreach to Colorado’s future
drivers on driver education, emerging technologies, and safe usage of the transportation system is critical to
continued reductions in young driver crashes and fatalities.



Enhance the safety of vulnerable users of the transportation system, delivering at least $45 million
through the Safer Main Streets Initiative in fiscal year 2021.
Vulnerable users disproportionally make up approximately 20 percent of traffic-related fatalities and serious
injuries, particularly in urban areas. The Department plans to make improvements for transit connectivity,
multimodal access, and safety for all modes on heavily traveled urban roadways; roadways that typically
have a high volume of pedestrian, bicyclist, and other vulnerable users; through the Revitalizing Main Streets
Initiative, ensuring all users of the transportation system have safe and equitable access.



Continue to improve incident response and real-time operations with CDOT’s Traffic Incident
Management (TIM) coalition partners, ensuring that 100 percent of the 22 TIM teams statewide
conduct a TIM capacity maturity assessment and identify two process improvement areas.
The Department worked with local and statewide partners to expand coverage of the highway system within a
TIM coalition, first responders from different fields working to coordinate incident response. These “teams”
come together to share traffic incident management best practices and improve multidisciplinary incident
mitigation. Increasing the capability of these teams is the first step in developing proactive, mutually
supportive plans for incident response that will clear incidents from roadways safely and quickly. Ensuring
efficient traffic flows decreases the overall risk for crashes and quick clearance of incidents decreases the
risk of dangerous queues that lead to secondary crashes.
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Strategic Policy Initiative #1

WHOLE SYSTEM, WHOLE SAFETY
Improve the safety of Colorado’s Transportation System

Current Strategies
•

Continue to implement the tier one strategies in the joint-agency Strategic
xxxTransportation Safety Plan, including strategies in this SPI, but also including:
xxxPrioritizing Transportation Safety Funding; and twelve other important long-term
strategies.

•

Continue distribution of grants to provide for transportation safety enforcement to limit unsafe speeds
on Colorado roadways.

•

Meeting the short-term, five-year average targets for transportation safety as required under the
Funding Advancement for Surface Transportation (FAST) Act of 2015.

•

Continue to improve and construct new safety-related transportation infrastructure across the state
highway system.
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WILDLY IMPORTANT GOAL #1
.

WHOLE SYSTEM, WHOLE SAFETY

FY2020-21 GOAL: Improve the safety of Colorado’s Transportation System
Improve the safety of Colorado’s Transportation System, reducing the overall vehicle crash
rate per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by two percent by June 30, 2021 and by
six percent by June 30, 2023.

Baseline

Q1
Actuals

Q2
Actuals

LAG: Improve the safety of Colorado’s
transportation system, reducing the
overall vehicle crash rate per 100 million
vehicle miles traveled (VMT).

223
(CY2019)

178.07

189.24

LEAD: Increase the use of six-inch
reflective striping on Colorado state
highways by 3,000 striped miles in fiscal
year 2021.

11,509
(FY2021)

15,815

17,608

LEAD: Perform outreach to Colorado’s
future drivers on driver education,
emerging technologies, and safe usage of
the transportation system by training
50,951 young and future drivers through
CDOT traffic safety training programs by
June 30, 2021.

0
(FY2021)

40,405

LEAD: Enhance the safety of vulnerable
users of the transportation system,
delivering at least $45 million through the
Safer Main Streets Initiative in fiscal year
2021.

$0
(FY2021)

LEAD: Continue to improve incident
response and real-time operations with
CDOT’s Traffic Incident Management (TIM)
coalition partners, ensuring that 100
percent of the 22 TIM teams statewide
conduct a TIM capacity maturity
assessment and identify two process
improvement areas.

0%
(FY2021)

Metric

GOAL
SRATEGIES
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Q3
Actuals

Q4
Actuals

FY2021
Target

FY2023
Target

218.54

209.62

17,849

14,509

17,509

92,593

180,584

50,951

70,058

$0

$59
million

$59
million

$45
million

9%

41%

55%

100%

100%
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Strategic Policy Initiative #2

CLEAN TRANSPORTATION
Reduce pollution in our air and congestion on our roads

FISCAL YEAR 2020-21 GOAL:
Reduce pollution in our air and congestion on our roads by reducing vehicle
miles traveled (VMT), greenhouse gas emissions, and ozone-causing emissions
from the transportation sector, through multimodal options by one percent per
capita by June 30, 2021 and three percent per capita by June 30, 2023.

Background
Data from the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Reduction Roadmap reports that the
transportation sector is one of the largest contributors of greenhouse gas pollution in
Colorado, with approximately 85 percent of these emissions from ground transportation
vehicles. By focusing on clean transportation initiatives, the Department, with help from
other state, local, and private partners, can help reduce the impact to the environment
through multimodal travel and fleet electrification. Along with reducing environmental impact, this
initiative will also help achieve more reliable travel and provide equitable access to transportation service
for all Coloradans.
Successful completion of this goal will provide a foundation towards achieving the vision of a transportation
system that is cleaner, more reliable, and safer, in addition to creating multimodal options that will
support Colorado’s economy. In conjunction with the Colorado Energy Office (CEO) and the Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE), strategies within this goal will help work towards
the achievement of the objectives of Executive Order B2019-002, HB19-1261, and the interagency
Greenhouse Gas Pollution Reduction Roadmap.

Divisions Responsible

Supporting Major Functions

Office of Innovative Mobility

Multimodal Services

Division of Engineering

Suballocated Programs

CDOT Transportation Regions

Construction Programs
Administration & Agency Operations
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Strategic Policy Initiative #2

CLEAN TRANSPORTATION
Reduce pollution in our air and congestion on our roads

FY 2020-21 Performance Targets


Restore Bustang bus service ridership to pre-COVID-19 level of the fiscal year 2019 baseline of
238,135 by 6/30/2021, and increase ridership by five percent from pre-COVID-19 levels in fiscal
year 2023.
Bustang services are critical to reducing congestion on Colorado’s major highway corridors, provide
multimodal alternatives for interregional travel, and help reduce vehicle miles traveled and transportation
greenhouse gas pollution by taking more vehicles off the roadway.



To support Front Range mobility options, develop and begin constructing comprehensive “Mobility
Hubs,” with at least 23 percent of locations completed by 6/30/2021.
“Mobility Hubs” connect multiple modes of transportation and transit services making riding transit more
accessible and convenient for all Coloradans, resulting in less single occupancy vehicle trips.



Increase departmental funding for electric vehicle (EV) adoption for in the areas of infrastructure,
awareness, and education, supporting Executive Order B2019-002, increasing EVs purchased by
individuals and transit agencies in the state from 9,251 new registrations in 2020 to 14,434 new
registrations in fiscal year 2021.
The State of Colorado’s goal is to have 940,000 EVs on the road by 2030, which will require significant yearly
increase in new vehicle registrations over the course of the coming decade. EVs have significant air quality
and economic benefits and will contribute to the de-carbonization of the transportation sector, currently one
of the largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions in the state.



Increase the percentage of total state highway miles within a 30-mile travel buffer of DC fastcharging stations from 40 percent in fiscal year 2020 to 67 percent in fiscal year 2021.
In order for Colorado to support a future fleet of electric vehicles, it will be necessary to rapidly expand
access to publicly accessible charging infrastructure across the state. DC fast-charging locations will be
needed to support long distance travel along major corridors to ensure benefits to all Colorado regions.



Increase the number of Colorado Scenic & Historic Byways classified as electrified byways from 3
currently to 10 by the end of the fiscal year.
Targeting charging infrastructure development along Colorado’s 26 Scenic & Historic Byways will create
greater EV access to these areas, fill in infrastructure availability gaps between major highway corridors, and
foster local economic development opportunities for smaller communities and rural areas away from the
state’s major metropolitan areas.



Launch an air quality research program focused on construction projects, with air quality
measurements and analysis in place for fiscal year 2020 for one of CDOT’s major construction
projects, and planning for follow-on projects.
Increased monitoring will allow the Department and its partners to better understand and mitigate air
pollution impacts from construction projects; thereby reducing greenhouse gas pollution and ozone emissions
from the transportation sector.
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Strategic Policy Initiative #2

CLEAN TRANSPORTATION
Reduce pollution in our air and congestion on our roads

Current Strategies
•

Continued coordination with other state agencies on the implementation of the
ddxColorado Greenhouse Gas Pollution Reduction Roadmap.

• Encourage alternative commuting options through CDOT and partnership programs,
increasing the usage of multimodal options for commuting to work (including telecommuting) to 35% by
2030.
•

Continue the work of CDOT's Air Quality Research Program, ensuring monitors are installed along the
Interstate 270 corridor and are publically accessible through CDOT's website.

•

Implementation of revised NEPA processes that include clean transportation goals and climate change
impacts.

•

Ensure that communities are engaged early on environmental studies and focus on mitigation for both
short- and long-term impacts.

•

In addition to increasing the frequency of trips for Bustang Routes along both the I-70 and I-25
corridors, continue to safely increase ridership of Bustang, returning to fiscal year 2019 ridership levels.
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WILDLY IMPORTANT GOAL #2
CLEAN TRANSPORTATION

.

FY2020-21 GOAL: Reduce pollution in our air and congestion on our
roads.
Reduce pollution in our air and congestion on our roads by reducing vehicle miles
traveled (VMT), greenhouse gas emissions, and ozone-causing emissions from the
transportation sector, through multimodal options by one percent per capita by June
30, 2021 and three percent per capita by June 30, 2023.
Baseline

Q1
Actuals

Q2
Actuals

Q3
Actuals

FY2021
Target

FY2023
Target

LAG: Reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per
capita by one percent annually.

9,300
(CY2019)

2,234.0

4,258.6

6,375.3

9,207

9,021

LAG: Reduce greenhouse gas emission from
carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e) by one
percent annually.

4.20
(CY2019)

1.03

1.97

2.95

4.16

4.07

LAG: Reduce ozone-causing emissions from
volatile organic compounds (VOC) per capita by
one percent annually.

2.00
(CY2019)

0.50

0.95

1.42

1.98

1.92

LAG: Reduce ozone-causing emissions from
nitrogen oxides (NOx) per capita by one percent
annually.

9.50
(CY2019)

2.27

4.32

6.47

9.41

9.12

LEAD: Restore Bustang bus service ridership to
pre-COVID-19 level of the fiscal year 2019
baseline of 238,135 by 6/30/2021, and increase
ridership by five percent from pre-COVID-19
levels in fiscal year 2023.

238,135
(CY2019)

10,949

23,076

36,470

238,135

250,042

LEAD: To support Front Range mobility
options, develop and begin constructing
comprehensive “Mobility Hubs,” with at least
23 percent of locations completed by
6/30/2021.

12%
(FY2019)

12%

56%

56%

23%

23%

LEAD: Increase departmental funding for
electric vehicle (EV) adoption for in the areas
of infrastructure, awareness, and education,
supporting Executive Order B2019-002,
increasing EVs purchased by individuals and
transit agencies in the state from 9,251 new
registrations in 2020 to 14,434 new registrations
in fiscal year 2021.

9,251
(FY2019)

2,227

5,061

8,665

14,434

44,136

LEAD: Increase the percentage of total state
highway miles within a 30-mile travel buffer of
DC fast-charging stations from 40 percent in
fiscal year 2020 to 67 percent in fiscal year
2021.

40%
(FY2020)

40%

46%

49%

67%

67%

LEAD: Increase the number of Colorado Scenic
& Historic Byways classified as electrified
byways from 3 currently to 10 by the end of the
fiscal year.

3
(FY2020)

3

3

6

10

24

LEAD: Launch an air quality research program
focused on construction projects, with air
quality measurements and analysis in place for
fiscal year 2020 for one of CDOT’s major
construction projects, and planning for followon projects.

0%
(FY2020)

15%

35%

65%

100%

100%

Metric

GOALS
STRATEGIES
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Strategic Policy Initiative #3

ACCOUNTABILITY & TRANSPARENCY
Respond effectively to our internal and external customers’ needs

FISCAL YEAR 2020-21 GOAL:
Ensure that pre-construction (excluding right-of-way acquisitions) and
construction engineering costs for Senate Bill 17-267 construction projects
account for no more than 20 percent of total project costs in fiscal year 2021,
and throughout fiscal years 2022 and 2023, down from the current 24 percent.

Background
It is paramount for the Department to invest efficiently in transportation infrastructure,
limit non-construction costs and overhead, and be transparent to decision makers and
the public with where funds are spent. This initiative works to limit costs associated with
pre-construction and construction management, keeping these costs at 20 percent or
below total project costs. It will demonstrate that the Department is a good steward of
public funds, and fulfill the objectives outlined within the Department's 10-Year Plan.
Successful completion of this goal will lead towards efficient and effective construction program delivery
that will maximize dollars spent directly on the transportation system in all parts of the state, positively
impacting all Coloradans as they travel and continuing to support the backbone of the state’s economy.

Divisions Responsible

Supporting Major Functions

Division of Engineering

Construction Programs

CDOT Transportation Regions

Administration & Agency Operations

Division of Accounting & Finance

Other Programs

FISCAL YEAR 2021—22
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Strategic Policy Initiative #3

ACCOUNTABILITY & TRANSPARENCY
Respond effectively to our internal and external customers’ needs

FY 2020-21 Performance Targets


To ensure that CDOT embraces a modern project management culture, require 100 percent of
project delivery plans are completed in accordance with Chief Engineer Guidance annually from
the current baseline of 50 percent.
Preconstruction Project Delivery Plans (PDP) are a cornerstone in the Department’s process for planning and
executing projects statewide that enable progress to be tracked, accomplishments measured, and resources
managed. PDP’s include process for systematically anticipating and managing project risks to make most
efficient use of taxpayer funds.



Ensure timely execution of statewide construction projects and reduce costs associated with
schedule overruns; with a minimum of 95 percent of projects completed prior to the contract time
allowed as established at contract award throughout fiscal year 2022, subject to cash availability.
The majority of the Department’s construction costs are incurred during a relatively short construction season
(primarily the summer months in many locations throughout the state). As a result, proactive preconstruction
schedule monitoring is critically important to ensure construction project advertisement and award is
accomplished such that the available construction season is fully utilized.



Ensure that construction expenditures for the annual construction season are kept within 95 to 105
percent of the expenditure target established by the January 2020 month-end fiscal year data
annually, subject to region change control process and cash availability.
Establishing an annual construction expenditure target and assessing progress on a regular basis helps ensure
that the Department is a good steward of available funding.



Ensure that 95 percent of construction projects (including locally administered projects) are closed
and de-budgeted within twelve months of final acceptance.
Closing projects in a timely manner enables any unneeded funding to be efficiently and effectively
reprogrammed for other project priorities.



To ensure timely execution of statewide construction projects and reduce costs associated with
schedule overruns, 95 percent of projects will be completed prior to the contract time allowed as
established at contract award throughout fiscal year 2021, subject to cash availability.
While some amount of indirect costs are necessary for execution of the construction program, limiting these
costs, as appropriate, will help increase the amount of dollars allocated to roadway construction.
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Strategic Policy Initiative #3

ACCOUNTABILITY & TRANSPARENCY
Respond effectively to our internal and external customers’ needs

Current Strategies
• Continue to improve project delivery plans on all projects, working towards the
xxxgoal of all projects having plans and meeting the requirements outlined by the
xxxChief Engineer.

• Continue implementation of a portfolio-wide project information management system (PMIS).
This system, called "On-Base," will standardize reporting across all projects and provide
decision makers information quickly about the status of the current program.

• Continue deployment and refinement of publicly available information on the construction
program through CDOT’s Project Accountability Dashboard.
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WILDLY IMPORTANT GOAL #3
ACCOUNTABILITY & TRANSPARENCY

.

FY2020-21 GOAL: Limit pre-construction costs to no more than 20
percent of total construction costs
Ensure that pre-construction (excluding right-of-way acquisitions) and construction
engineering costs for Senate Bill 17-267 construction projects account for no more
than 20 percent of total project costs in fiscal year 2021, and throughout fiscal years
2022 and 2023, down from the current 24 percent.
Metric

Baseline

Q1
Actuals

Q2
Actuals

Q3
Actuals

Q4
Actuals

GOAL

FY2021
Target

FY2023
Target

20%

20%

STRATEGIES

LAG: Ensure that preconstruction and
construction engineering costs for Senate
Bill 17-267 projects account for no more
than 20 percent of total project costs in
fiscal year 2021 and throughout fiscal
years 2022 and 2023.

24.0%
(FY2020)

LEAD: To ensure that CDOT embraces a
modern project management culture,
require 100 percent of project delivery
plans are completed in accordance with
Chief Engineer Guidance annually from
the current baseline of 50 percent.

50%
(CY2019)

78%

71%

70%

100%

100%

LEAD: To ensure timely execution of
CDOT’s construction program, 95 percent
of projects will be advertised prior to the
baseline late AD date as established at
field inspection review (FIR) annually,
subject to cash availability.

83.1%
(FY2020)

80.0%

85.6%

91.5%

95%

95%

LEAD: Ensure that construction
expenditures for the annual construction
season are kept within 95 to 105 percent
of the expenditure target established by
the January 2020 month-end fiscal year
data annually, subject to region change
control process and cash availability.

80%
(FY2020)

87%

94%

81%

LEAD: Ensure that 95 percent of
construction projects are closed and debudgeted within 12 months of final
acceptance.

73.7%
(FY2020)

74.0%

73.7%

67.9%

95%

95%

LEAD: To ensure timely execution of
statewide construction projects and
reduce costs associated with schedule
overruns, 95 percent of projects will be
completed prior to the contract time
allowed as established at contract award
throughout fiscal year 2021, subject to
cash availability.

94.5%
(FY2020)

94.6%

95.8%

93.1%

95%

95%
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CDOT Financial Structure
CDOT Funding Overview
Under the State Constitution (Article X Section 18), the revenue collected from state motor vehicle fuel
taxes and fees and license and registration fees must be used for the construction, maintenance, and
supervision of the state’s public highways. The revenues from these sources are deposited in the Highway
Users Tax Fund (HUTF) and distributed to CDOT, counties, and municipalities based on formulas in state
statute.
In addition to HUTF revenue, CDOT also receives funding from the state’s General Fund, federal funding,
and revenue from other smaller sources. The majority of the Department’s funding is deposited in the
State Highway Fund (SHF), which is CDOT’s primary cash fund. Most of the funding in the SHF is
continuously appropriated and allocated at the discretion of the Transportation Commission.
CDOT also has four Enterprises, the Colorado Bridge Enterprise, the High Performance Transportation
Enterprise (HPTE), the Clean Transit Enterprise, and the Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation
Enterprise. An enterprise is a self-supporting, government-owned business that receives revenue in return
for the provision of a good or service. Enterprise revenue is not subject to statewide revenue limits under
TABOR.
This section includes additional information on CDOT’s:

•
•
•
•

Historical Long Bill Appropriations
Capital Construction Fund Projects
Ongoing Debt Obligations
CDOT Budget Allocation
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Historical Long Bill Appropriations
Summary of Appropriations
This section provides a breakout of Long Bill appropriations to the Department. CDOT’s portion of the Long
Bill is split into six divisions. All appropriations with an (I) notation are continuously appropriated and
provided for informational purposes only. This summary does not include the newly created Clean Transit
and Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation enterprises, which will start receiving revenue in
FY 2022-23.

Table 1
Summary of CDOT Appropriations
Cash Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

Federal Funds

FTE

$0

$851,844,882

$8,552,189

$718,109,752

3326.8

$0

$1,209,197,195

$6,672,645

$611,918,704

3328.8

$2,134,521,087

$0

$1,505,976,167

$7,078,096

$621,466,824

3328.8

$2,327,939,402
$2,085,159,905

$1,000,000
$0

$1,346,783,625
$1,437,478,446

$7,078,096
$5,478,096

$973,077,681
$642,203,363

3326.0
3326.0

Total Funds

General Fund

FY 2017-18

$1,578,506,823

FY 2018-19

$1,827,788,544

FY 2019-20
FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

•

The $1.0 million General Fund increase in FY 2020-21 was a one-time General Fund appropriation to the department. Additional information on this appropriation can be found in the Special
Purpose line description below.

Summary by Line Item
(1) Administration – The General Assembly annually appropriates funding from the State Highway Fund for
the Department’s administrative expenses. By statute, this line cannot exceed 5 percent of the
Department’s total budget
Total Funds

General Fund

Cash Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

Federal Funds

FTE

FY 2017-18

$33,057,657

$0

$31,194,630

$1,863,027

$0

183.5

FY 2018-19

$35,908,390

$0

$35,845,118

$63,272

$0

183.5

FY 2019-20

$38,281,507

$0

$38,218,284

$63,223

$0

183.5

FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

$35,657,005
$37,700,946

$0
$0

$35,593,818
$37,638,056

$63,187
$62,890

$0
$0

158.0
158.0

•
•

Reappropriated funding in CDOT’s Administration line decreased in FY 2018-19 when CDOT
closed its in‑house print shop.
The FTE amount for FY 2020-21 was adjusted in the Long Bill to reflect the actual FTE amount
more accurately in the Long Bill. This does not represent a decrease in the number of FTE in the
Department, rather, it reflects positions that were moved to the Construction, Maintenance,
and Operations line over time.
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Historical Long Bill Appropriations
(2) Construction, Maintenance, and Operations (I) – This line is composed of the non-appropriated portion
of the State Highway Fund revenue. The allocation of these funds is directed by the Transportation
Commission.

FY 2017-18
FY 2018-19
FY 2019-20
FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

•
•
•
•

Total Funds
$1,419,531,001
$1,579,691,304
$1,912,606,932
$2,014,333,507
$2,004,983,783

General Fund
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Cash Funds
$699,506,587
$966,357,727
$1,289,725,235
$1,201,180,917
$1,361,365,214

Reappropriated
Funds
$1,914,662
$1,414,873
$1,414,873
$1,414,909
$1,415,206

Federal Funds
$718,109,752
$611,918,704
$621,466,824
$811,737,681
$642,203,363

FTE
3136.3
3132.3
3132.3
3156.0
3156.0

The FTE amount for FY 2020-21 was adjusted in the Long Bill to reflect the actual FTE amount
more accurately. This does not represent an increase in the number of FTE in the Department,
rather, it reflects positions that were moved to the Construction, Maintenance, and Operations
line over time.
The Cash Funds amount for FY 2020-21 was increased by $30.0 million to include a General Fund
transfer to the State Highway Fund made pursuant to SB 21-110.
The Federal Funds amount for FY 2020-21 was increased by $182.16 million to include an American Rescue Plan Transfer made to CDOT pursuant to SB 21-260.
The Cash Funds amount for FY 2021-22 was increased by $294.0 million, which include a General
Fund Transfer of $170.0 million to the State Highway Fund made pursuant to SB 21-260 and a
General Fund transfer of $124.0 million made pursuant to SB 21-265.

(3) Statewide Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise (I) – This funding is directed by the Colorado Bridge and
Tunnel Enterprise, which is a TABOR Enterprise. Historically, the FASTER Bridge Safety Surcharge has
been the primary funding mechanism for this Enterprise. Beginning in FY 2022-23, this Enterprise will
also receive revenue from the newly created Bridge and Tunnel Impact Fee and retail delivery fees.

Total Funds

General Fund

Cash Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

Federal Funds

FTE

FY 2017-18

$112,241,665

$0

$112,241,665

$0

$0

2.0

FY 2018-19

$116,240,000

$0

$116,240,000

$0

$0

2.0

FY 2019-20

$118,140,000

$0

$118,140,000

$0

$0

2.0

FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

$120,910,162
$125,344,441

$0
$0

$120,910,162
$125,344,441

$0
$0

$0
$0

1.0
1.0
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Historical Long Bill Appropriations
(4) High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE) (I) – This funding originates from tolling,
managed lane revenue, and services performed for CDOT. The allocation of this funding is directed by
HPTE, which is a TABOR Enterprise

Total Funds

General Fund

Cash Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

Federal Funds

FTE

FY 2017-18
FY 2018-19

$11,162,500
$19,148,850

$0
$0

$6,388,000
$13,954,350

$4,774,500
$5,194,500

$0
$0

5.0
9.0

FY 2019-20

$16,942,648

$0

$11,342,648

$5,600,000

$0

9.0

FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

$22,648,728
$22,680,735

$0
$0

$17,048,728
$18,680,735

$5,600,000
$4,000,000

$0
$0

9.0
9.0

•

In FY 2018-19, CDOT’s Office of Major Project Development was dissolved, and the FTE in that
program were merged with HPTE.

(5) Southwest Chief and Front Range Passenger Rail Commission – This funding is appropriated from the
Southwest Chief Rail Line Economic Development, Rural Tourism, and Infrastructure Repair and
Maintenance Fund and supports the Southwest Chief and Front Range Passenger Rail Commission.

Total Funds

General Fund

Cash Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

Federal Funds

FTE

FY 2017-18

$64,000

$0

$64,000

$0

$0

0.0

FY 2018-19

$2,600,000

$0

$2,600,000

$0

$0

2.0

FY 2019-20

$100,000

$0

$100,000

$0

$0

2.0

FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

$100,000
$14,900,000

$0
$0

$100,000
$14,900,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

2.0
2.0

•

•
•
•

The Southwest Chief Rail Line Economic Development, Rural Tourism, and Infrastructure Repair
and Maintenance Commission was replaced by the Front Range Passenger Rail (FRPR) Commission by Senate Bill 17-153. In addition to assuming the mission of the previous commission, the
FRPR Commission was tasked with facilitating the future of Front Range passenger rail in Colorado.
Pursuant to SB 19-125, $2.5 million of the FY 2018-19 appropriation remained available for expenditure until the close of the FY 2020-21 state fiscal year.
SB 21-260 transferred and appropriated $14.5 million from the Multimodal Transportation and
Mitigation Options Fund to the Front Range Passenger Rail Commission. Of this amount, $12 million must be used to provide additional funding for the Southwest Chief La Juna Route Restoration Program.
Pursuant to SB 21-238, the Front Range Passenger Rail Commission will be repealed at the end of
FY 2021-22 and replaced by the Front Range Passenger Rail District. Any unencumbered balance
in the Commission’s cash fund will be transferred to the new district.
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Historical Long Bill Appropriations
(6) Special Purpose – This line is composed of the First Time Drunk Driving Offender Account, the
Marijuana Impaired Driving Program, and Transportation Services for Vulnerable Populations, including
Seniors:

•

First Time Drunk Driving Offender Account – This funding originates from driver license reinstatement
fees and is used for High Visibility Enforcement periods required by statute.

•

Marijuana Impaired Driving Program – This funding originates from the Marijuana Tax Cash Fund, and
is used to fund outreach and education on marijuana impaired driving.

•

Transportation Services for Vulnerable Populations, including Seniors – This one-time funding was
appropriated from the General fund and is used to support transit agencies that serve vulnerable
populations.

Total Funds

General Fund

Cash Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

Federal Funds

FTE

FY 2017-18

$2,450,000

$0

$2,450,000

$0

$0

0.0

FY 2018-19

$2,450,000

$0

$2,450,000

$0

$0

0.0

FY 2019-20

$25,950,000

$0

$25,950,000

$0

$0

0.0

FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

$2,950,000
$3,550,000

$1,000,000
$0

$1,950,000
$3,550,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

0.0
0.0

•

HB 21-1376 transferred and appropriated $2.0 million from the Marijuana Tax Cash Fund to the
First Time Drunk Driving program in FY 2021-22.

Multimodal Transportation Projects – SB 18-001 transferred a total of $94.25 million from the General
Fund to the Multimodal Transportation Options Fund. The funding appropriated in FY 2018‑19 is available
until the close of FY 2022-23, and the funding appropriated in FY 2019-20 is available until the close of FY
2023-24.
SB 21-260 replaced the Multimodal Transportation Options Fund with the Multimodal Transportation and
Mitigation Options Fund. This bill transferred and appropriated $161.34 million from the federal American
Rescue Plan Act to the fund. Additionally, this fund will receive additional revenue in future years from
General Fund transfers and Retail Delivery Fee Revenue.
Total Funds

General Fund

Cash Funds

Reappropriated
Funds

Federal Funds

FTE

FY 2017-18

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

0.0

FY 2018-19

$71,750,000

$0

$71,750,000

$0

$0

0.0

FY 2019-20

$22,500,000

$0

$22,500,000

$0

$0

0.0

FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

$161,340,000
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$161,340,000
$0

0.0
0.0
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Historical Long Bill Appropriations
CDOT’s Core and Support Functions
The Department’s section of the Long Bill only shows the department’s budget at the highest level. Within
this budget, the department has created several categories to provide increased transparency into the
Department’s spending. The Department’s budget categories are split between Core Functions and Support
Functions.
Figure 1 below summarizes how funding is distributed between each program for FY 2021-22. More detailed
information on the department’s core and support functions can be found in the department’s FY 2021-22
Budget Allocation Plan, which can be found here.

Core Functions

Support Functions

Capital Construction
Maintenance and Operations
Suballocated Programs
Multimodal Services

Administration and Agency Operations
Debt Service
Contingency Reserve
Other Programs

CDOT FY 2021-22 Budget Allocation
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Capital Construction Fund and Projects
Capital Construction Fund Overview
Each year, the Department is required to submit a request for funding to the Capital Development
Committee (CDC) of the General Assembly (43-1-113 (2.5) C.R.S.). In recent years, the CDC has allocated
$500,000 to CDOT for capital development projects.

Referendums C and D went to voters in 2005, which together would have allowed the state to borrow up to
$1.7 billion for transportation projects, with Referendum C providing the funding to repay the debt. When
C passed and D failed, the General Assembly began appropriating Capital Development Funds to CDOT.
These appropriations have provided $500,000 annually to CDOT since FY 2010-11.
Additionally, CDOT received additional funding from the CDC in FY 2018-19 for a San Luis Valley Doppler
Weather Radar partnership and in FY 2020-22 for weather radar systems in southwest Colorado. Table 2
below provides an overview of funding from the Capital Construction Fund.

Controlled Maintenance

Capital Renewal &
Recapitalization

Capital Expansion

Capital IT Projects

FY 2017-18

$0

$500,000

$0

$0

FY 2018-19

$0

$500,000

$302,000

$0

FY 2019-20

$0

$500,000

$0

$0

FY 2020-21
FY 2021-22

$0
$0

$500,000
$500,000

$0
$300,000

$0
$0

Overview of CDOT Debt Obligations
The Department has ongoing debt service obligations resulting from the passage of Senate Bill (SB) 17-267
Sustainability of Rural Colorado, and from the building of its new Headquarters in Denver and renovations
or replacements of other properties.
Additionally, the Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise has ongoing debt service obligations related to the
accelerated replacement of the state’s worst bridges upon the creation of the Bridge Enterprise, and the
High Performance Transportation Enterprise maintains ongoing debt service obligations associated with
specific toll corridor projects. Each of these is discussed in more detail below.
The Table below provides an outline of CDOT’s current debt obligations.
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Ongoing Debt Obligations
CDOT Debt Obligations
Purpose
CDOT Certificates of Participation
Region Headquarters Buildings
Region Headquarters Buildings
Headquarters Building
Refunding 2004 COPs
Rural Colorado Certificates of Participation
Transportation Infrastructure Projects
Transportation Infrastructure Projects
Transportation Infrastructure Projects
Bridge Enterprise Revenue Bonds
Refund a Portion of Series 2010 BABS
Central 70
Build America Taxable

Issue

Original Principal

Outstanding Principal

Series 2020
Series 2017
Series 2016
Series 2012
Subtotal

$19,050,000
$58,665,000
$70,000,000
$21,075,000
$168,790,000

$19,050,000
$53,900,000
$42,210,000
$2,315,000
$117,475,000

Series 2021A
Series 2020A
Series 2018A
Subtotal

$500,000,000
$500,000,000
$500,000,000
$1,500,000,000

$500,000,000
$485,630,000
$445,995,000
$1,431,625,000

$38,740,000
$114,660,000
$300,000,000
$453,400,000

$38,740,000
$114,660,000
$257,180,000
$410,580,000

$45,810,000

$45,810,000

$25,205,000
$106,950,231

$25,205,000
$101,739,028

$161,795,000
$23,630,000
$363,390,231
$2,485,580,231

$161,795,000
$23,630,000
$358,179,028
$2,317,859,028

Series 2019A
Series 2017 (Central 70)
Series 2010A
Subtotal

High Performance Transportation Enterprise Obligations
Series 2021 Burnham
Bunham Yard
Series 2021 MEXL
Series 2021 MEXL
C-470 TIFIA Loan
Series 2017B
C-470 Toll Revenue Bonds
I-25 North Express Lane Note
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Series 2017A
Series 2016
Subtotal
TOTAL
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Ongoing Debt Obligations
SB 21-267 Debt Service
SB 17-267 directed the State Treasurer to execute lease‑purchase agreements on existing state facilities to
generate revenue for priority transportation projects. These agreements function as sales of state property
to private investors, and they require investors to immediately lease the buildings back to the state. Leases
are renewed annually for up to 20 years, after which the state resumes ownership of the buildings.
SB 17-267 required the State Architect to select a list of state facilities with a net present value of at least
$2.0 billion. Between FY 2018-19 and FY 2021-22, the bill directs the State Treasurer to execute
lease‑purchase agreements on these facilities in amounts of up to $500 million annually. The state’s
obligation for lease payments may not exceed $150 million annually, or $3.0 billion over 20 years.
Pursuant to this bill, the debt service is paid as follows:
General Fund: first $9 million
State Highway Fund: next $50 million
General Fund/Other: anything remaining after the first $59 million, up to $150 million

Since its passage in 2017, SB 17-267 has been modified by several subsequent bills, which are described
below.
HB 20-1376 – This bill altered the SB 17-267 debt service formula and increased CDOT’s portion of debt
service by $12 million for FY 2020-21 and FY 2021-22:
General Fund: first $9 million
State Highway Fund: next $62 million
General Fund/Other: anything remaining after the first $71 million, up to $150 million
Beginning in FY 2022-23, the annual debt service will revert to the original formula.

HB 20-1377 – This bill diverted $49 million from the second SB 17-267 issuance to the Capital Construction
Fund for controlled maintenance projects in the state. Due to favorable interest rates, the state received
$608.8 million from the FY 2019-20 SB 17-267 issuance. After $49 million was transferred to the Capital
Construction Fund, the department received $559.8 million.
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Ongoing Debt Obligations
Other Outstanding Debt
The Department makes lease payments on a series of COPs issued to renovate or replace CDOT properties.
In recent years, CDOT has completed several projects to consolidate buildings for region and department
headquarters. A summary of the current outstanding COP debt related to CDOT headquarters buildings can
be found in Table 3 above.
CDOT Region 4 Building – This project was completed in CDOT Engineering Region 4. It was completed on
time and on budget in November 2016, and it consolidated 13 buildings into 4.
CDOT Region 2 Building – This project was completed in CDOT Engineering Region 2. It was completed on
time and on budget in April 2018, and it consolidated 13 buildings into 3.
CDOT Headquarters/Region 1- This project was completed in May 2018. It was completed under budget
and consolidated 32 buildings into 12. It serves as the main headquarters for the department and
Engineering Region 1.
Bridge Enterprise - To accelerate the repair or replacement of Colorado’s bridges that are in poor
condition, FASTER created a new enterprise, the Bridge Enterprise (BE), and designated the Transportation
Commission to serve as the Bridge Enterprise Board of Directors (Board). The business purpose of the
Enterprise is to “finance, repair, reconstruct, and replace any designated bridge in the state” per C.R.S. 43
-4-805 (2)(b). Because it was constituted as a government-owned business, the Enterprise may issue
revenue bonds to accelerate construction of Colorado’s poor bridges. In 2010, the Bridge Enterprise issued
$300 million in revenue bonds under the Build America Bonds Program.
With the passage of SB 21-260, the scope and mission of this Enterprise were expanded to include tunnel
projects.
High Performance Transportation Enterprise - The High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE)
board supervises and advises the Enterprise’s Director, and is authorized to enter into agreements with the
Transportation Commission and private industry to finance, build, operate, and maintain transportation
infrastructure using innovative financing and contracting methods. The board is also authorized to issue
revenue bonds that are payable from user fees generated on corridors owned by the Enterprise.
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Department Baseline Forecast
Financial Forecast Overview
This section outlines CDOT’s current revenue forecast, and includes a discussion of the budget drivers and
trends that impact the department’s budget.
The pandemic has resulted in a high level of revenue volatility over the last few fiscal years. Travel
patterns across all modes of transportation have been disrupted, and the pandemic may have long-term
impacts on commuting and travel in the state.
This section includes the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Baseline budget forecast
Budget drivers
Scenario Evaluation: Economic Downturn
Scenario Evaluation: Department-specific contingency
Emerging Trends in Transportation Finance

Baseline Forecast
The Office of Financial Management and Budget (OFMB) maintains an annual revenue model that is used to
guide CDOT’s budget-setting process. OFMB’s revenue team updates the model each quarter to monitor the
course of a current year’s fiscal performance, as well as inform the budget for future years. Some of the
data used by the model includes, but is not limited to:

•

national economic performance indicators (e.g. U.S. GDP and U.S. Federal Reserve interest
rates).

•

state population data such as net immigration, annual vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in Colorado,
and the historical performance of the Highway User Tax Fund.

•

Bureau of Labor Statistics & Bureau of Economic Analysis data, such as historical and forecasted
year-over-year percent changes in personal income and the consumer price index.

•

the forecasted, aggregated interest rates on new car loans annually, and retail gasoline prices
from the Energy Information Administration.

•

estimated vehicle costs, including federal or state rebates for certain vehicles, as well as
vehicle fuel efficiency, and annual vehicle scrappage rates.
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Department Baseline Forecast
The model also includes federally or state-appropriated funding from grants or other sources, such as the
Federal Highway and Federal Transit Administrations (FHWA & FTA), and the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA).
The outputs from this model are used to develop the Annual Revenue Allocation Plan. During the annual
budget development process, CDOT staff reconcile annual projected revenues with the expenditure
requests from the Department’s divisions and executive management and update the Revenue Allocation
Plan as decisions are made. OFMB staff provides draft and final versions of the Revenue Allocation Plan for
formal review and approval by the Transportation Commission, which then becomes CDOT’s official budget
for the next fiscal year.
The Long Bill is a consolidated version of the Department’s budget, and it reflects how transportation
revenue will be allocated during the fiscal year. While both the Long Bill and the Revenue Allocation Plan
outline how revenue will be allocated during the fiscal year, most CDOT capital expenditures occur over
multiple fiscal years. As such, most of the Department’s budget is continuously appropriated and included
as informational-only in the Long Bill. Certain lines, such as the department’s Administration budget, are
annually appropriated by the General Assembly.
The revenue forecast used to develop the annual Long Bill is formulated months in advance of the Long
Bill’s passage. As such, the portions of the budget that are allocated by the Transportation Commission
may vary from the final Long Bill. The tables below outline CDOT’s four-year forecast by Long Bill
appropriation, and fund type.
It should be noted that this forecast is based on current federal funding levels under the FAST Act, and is
expected to change upon the passage of a new federal reauthorization act. Additional information on
federal funding can be found in the CDOT Budget Drivers section below.

CDOT Revenue Forecast by Source
CDOT Revenue
Highway Users Tax Fund – CDOT Portion
General Fund
Federal Programs
Aeronautics
Miscellaneous
State Multimodal Funding
State Safety Education Funding
State Infrastructure Bank
Capital Construction Fund
Total
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FY 2022-23
Forecast
$560,697,104
$700,000
$644,874,855
$35,052,827
$30,886,000
$24,510,730
$2,852,000
$286,000
$950,000
$1,300,809,516

FY 2023-24
Forecast
$592,964,164
$3,100,000
$648,327,253
$32,817,922
$37,052,000
$62,994,123
$1,357,000
$334,000
$500,000
$1,379,446,462

FY 2024-25
Forecast
$613,659,185
$110,100,000
$651,528,780
$32,817,922
$36,115,000
$74,162,046
$1,362,000
$293,000
$500,000
$1,520,537,933

FY 2024-25
Forecast
$628,183,928
$107,000,000
$655,847,396
$32,817,922
$35,047,000
$26,721,131
$1,367,000
$251,000
$500,000
$1,487,735,377
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Department Baseline Forecast
CDOT Revenue Forecast by Source (Continued)
CDOT Enterprise Revenue
High Performance Transportation Enterprise
Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise
Clean Transit Enterprise
Nonattainment Enterprise

Total CDOT With Enterprises

FY 2022-23
Forecast
$23,913,867
$145,186,737
$8,280,329
$7,125,226
$184,506,159

FY 2023-24
Forecast
$23,579,205
$155,424,026
$9,132,872
$8,481,351
$196,617,454

FY 2024-25
Forecast
$19,948,990
$164,705,353
$9,834,347
$10,094,332
$204,583,022

FY 2025-26
Forecast
$20,206,850
$184,663,313
$11,134,125
$11,923,095
$227,927,383

$1,485,315,675

$1,576,063,916

$1,725,120,955

$1,715,662,760

CDOT Revenue Forecast by Long Bill Division—FY 2022-23

CDOT Long Bill Divisions
Administration
CM&O
Bridge Enterprise
HPTE
Clean Transit Enterprise
Nonattainment Enterprise
Special Purpose
FTDD
Marijuana Impaired Driving
MTMOF

Total
$43,097,712
$1,237,661,361
$145,186,737
$23,913,867
$8,280,329
$7,125,226

General Fund
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Cash Funds
$43,034,817
$591,371,305
$145,186,737
$19,863,867
$8,280,329
$7,125,226

Reappropriated
Funds
$62,895
$1,415,201
$0
$4,050,000
$0
$0

Federal Funds
$0
$644,874,855
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,500,000
$950,000
$17,600,442

$0
$0
$0

$1,500,000
$950,000
$17,600,442

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Total

$1,485,315,674

$0

$834,912,723

$5,528,096

$644,874,855
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Department Baseline Forecast
CDOT Revenue Forecast by Long Bill Division—FY 2023-24
CDOT Long Bill Divisions
Administration
CM&O
Bridge Enterprise
HPTE
Clean Transit Enterprise
Nonattainment Enterprise
Special Purpose
FTDD
Marijuana Impaired Driving
MTMOF

Total
$43,097,712
$1,279,410,429
$155,424,026
$23,579,205
$9,132,872
$8,481,351

General Fund
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Cash Funds
$43,034,817
$629,168,514
$155,424,026
$18,804,705
$9,132,872
$8,481,351

Reappropriated
Funds
$62,895
$1,914,662
$0
$4,774,500
$0
$0

Federal Funds
$0
$648,327,253
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$950,000
$55,988,320

$0
$0
$0

$0
$950,000
$55,988,320

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Total

$1,576,063,915

$0

$920,984,605

$6,752,057

$648,327,253

CDOT Revenue Forecast by Long Bill Division—FY 2024-25
CDOT Long Bill Divisions
Administration
CM&O
Bridge Enterprise
HPTE
Clean Transit Enterprise
Nonattainment Enterprise
Special Purpose
FTDD
Marijuana Impaired Driving
MTMOF

Total
$43,097,712
$1,409,434,267
$164,705,353
$19,948,990
$9,834,347
$10,094,332

General Fund
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Cash Funds
$43,034,817
$755,990,825
$164,705,353
$15,174,490
$9,834,347
$10,094,332

Reappropriated
Funds
$62,895
$1,914,662
$0
$4,774,500
$0
$0

Federal Funds
$0
$651,528,780
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$950,000
$67,055,953

$0
$0
$0

$0
$950,000
$67,055,953

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Total

$1,725,120,954

$0

$1,066,840,117

$6,752,057

$651,528,780
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Department Baseline Forecast
CDOT Revenue Forecast by Long Bill Division—FY 2025-26
CDOT Long Bill Divisions
Administration
CM&O
Bridge Enterprise
HPTE
Clean Transit Enterprise
Nonattainment Enterprise
Special Purpose
FTDD
Marijuana Impaired Driving
MTMOF

Total
$43,097,712
$1,424,177,931
$184,663,313
$20,206,850
$11,134,125
$11,923,095

General Fund
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Cash Funds
$43,034,817
$766,415,873
$184,663,313
$15,432,350
$11,134,125
$11,923,095

Reappropriated
Funds
$62,895
$1,914,662
$0
$4,774,500
$0
$0

Federal Funds
$0
$655,847,396
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$950,000
$19,509,734

$0
$0
$0

$0
$950,000
$19,509,734

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Total

$1,715,662,760

$0

$1,053,063,307

$6,752,057

$655,847,396

Monthly Cash Model
OFMB also produces a monthly cash report for the Transportation Commission using a short‑range model
that forecasts the Department’s projected cash balance over a 48-month timespan. The model incorporates
the latest state revenues, FHWA reimbursements, General Fund transfers, and other sources of revenue
that are received for a given month, alongside projected expenditures for costs such as staff, debt service,
and payments to contractors. Working in concert with estimates from the Project Reporting and
Transparency Office (PRTO) for anticipated project expenditures, the Office of Financial Management and
Budget forecasts CDOT’s future cash flow to ensure the efficient allocation of funds for current and future
projects.
The outputs of the cash model are then used to produce that month’s update to the Transportation
Commission on CDOT’s projected cash balance over the next four years.
Cash Revenues
The cash forecast reflects the Department’s anticipated cash balance based on the current budget
allocation plan and associated planned project expenditures.
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Due to the events in response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, the Department anticipated a significant
and immediate impact to revenue collections, followed by a longer downturn overall. Based upon motor
fuel sales collections from the first quarter of calendar year 2021, and vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
currently stabilizing at around 2019 levels, the current forecast now assumes a 2.5% reduction of
prepandemic monthly gross gallons of gasoline consumed from April 2021 through June 2022. Staff will
modify fuel sale assumptions as traffic patterns continue to adjust.

The actual closing cash balance for July 2021 was $2.14 billion; $1.89 billion above that month’s cash
balance target of $250 million. July’s cash balance is comprised of $1.04 billion in the State Highway Fund,
and $1.10 billion in a Senate Bill 267 trustee account. July’s closing cash balance for the State Highway
Fund is $84 million higher than June’s forecast of that balance due to higher than expected federal
reimbursements and lower than expected construction expenditures.
The forecast does not include $500 million of revenues in FY 2021-22 from SB 17-267 COP proceeds. The
cash balance forecast continues to report on only projects and revenues related to the State Highway Fund,
and does not include revenue and expenditures associated with any pre-existing or new enterprises created
through SB 21-260, including:

•
•
•

Statewide Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise
Clean Transit Enterprise

Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation Enterprise

Cash balances will be drawn down closer to the target balances over the course of fiscal years 2022, 2023,
and 2024 as projects funded with SB 18-001, SB 17-267, and SB 19-262 progress through construction.
Cash Payments to Construction Contractors
The current forecast of payments to construction contractors under state contracts (grants paid out under
inter-government agreements for construction are accounted for elsewhere in the expenditure forecast)
from the State Highway Fund is shown below.
Payments in the forecast include open projects from prior fiscal years, and projects anticipated to be
funded through the current and future year annual budget.

$ millions

CY 2017
(actual)

Expenditures

$642
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CY 2018

CY 2019

CY 2020

(actual)

(actual)

(actual)

$578

$669

$774

CY 2021
(forecast)

$729

CY 2023

CY 2022
(forecast)

(forecast)

$885

$839

CY 2024
(forecast)

$662
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CDOT Budget Drivers
COVID-19 Impact
Overall, CDOT revenue decreased substantially in 2020 and 2021 due to the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. As shown in the table below, measures taken to reduce the spread of the virus resulted in a
substantial drop in Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) throughout 2020 and early 2021. With the increased
distribution of vaccines and corresponding rollback of restrictions in recent months, the state’s VMT has
been gradually returning to pre-pandemic levels.

CDOT’s primary source of state revenue comes from taxes on fees on the sale of gasoline and special fuels,
as well as various vehicle registration fees. Gasoline taxes and fees are assessed on the number of gallons
of gasoline sold. With the drop of VMT throughout 2020 and 2021, overall assessments on gasoline and
special fuels decreased substantially between FY 2019-20 to the current FY 2021-22.
CDOT revenue is expected to increase substantially in FY 2022-23 as VMT returns to pre-pandemic levels.
While the Department anticipates revenue to increase in future fiscal years, there is significant risk within
the current forecast. For example, future actions taken to prevent the spread of the virus or behavior
changes resulting from the pandemic (such as an increase to work from home) may impact VMT in future
months.
The figure below provides an overview of the Department’s recent quarterly forecasts and compares them
to the Department’s pre-pandemic forecast.
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CDOT Budget Drivers

SB 21-260
The passage of SB 21-260 established several new transportation fees and General Fund transfers, created
or modified four state enterprises, and added new planning and environmental study requirements. This
section provides an outline of the new fees and state Enterprises created within SB 21-260.
American Rescue Plan Act Transfers

On June 30, 2021, transfers $380.0 million from the federal American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 to
transportation, as follows:

•

$182.16 million to the State Highway Fund. Of this amount, $22.16 million must be used for the
Revitalizing Main Streets program and $0.5 million must be used for Burnham Yard

•
•

$161.34 million to the Multimodal Transportation and Mitigation Options Fund
$36.5 million to the Highway Users Tax Fund, of which 55 percent is distributed to counties and
45 percent is distributed to municipalities.
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General Fund Transfers
On July 1, 2021, this bill transfers $170 million from the General Fund to the State Highway Fund.
Between FY 2024-25 to FY 2031-32, the bill makes the following annual General Fund Transfers:

•
•

$10.5 million to the Multimodal Transportation and Mitigation Options Fund
$7.0 million to the State Highway Fund for the Revitalizing Main Streets and Safer Main Streets
programs. This funding may be expended for multimodal projects.

Between FY 2024-25 to FY 2031-32, the bill makes the following annual General Fund Transfers:

•

$100.0 million from FY 2024-25 to FY 2028-29; out of this transfer, $10 million must be spent to
mitigate the environmental and health impacts of increased air pollution

•

$82.5 million from FY 2029-30 to FY 2031-32

Although not allocated statutorily to debt service, the majority of the $170 million General Fund transfer in
FY 2021-22 and the full amount of transfers between FY 2024-25 and FY 2031-32 are intended to assist the
Department in meeting debt service requirements of SB 17-267 lease-purchase agreements.
Additionally, this bill transfers $115 million of the revenue that is retained after increasing the excess state
revenues cap to transportation. These transfers will occur over multiple fiscal years. Of this funding,
94 percent is transferred to the Multimodal Transportation and Mitigation Options Fund and 6 percent is
transferred to the State Highway Fund for the Revitalizing Main Streets and Safer Main Streets programs.
Front Range Passenger Rail
On July 1, 2021, this bill transfers $12 million from the Multimodal Transportation and Mitigation Options
Fund to the Southwest Chief and Front Range Passenger Rail Commission Fund to provide additional funding
for the Southwest Chief La Junta Route restoration program. On February 15, 2022, the bill transfers an
additional $2.5 million to the Southwest Chief and Front Range Passenger Rail Commission Fund.
Contingent on the passage of SB 21-238, any unencumbered balance in the Southwest Chief and Front
Range Passenger Rail Commission Fund will be transferred to the newly created Front Range Passenger Rail
District.
TRANs Ballot Measure
Prior to the passage of this bill, a ballot measure would have gone to the voters in November 2021 asking
them to approve the sale of $1.337 billion in Transportation Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs).
Additionally, statute directed transfers from the General Fund to the State Highway Fund depending on the
outcome of the ballot measure. This bill repeals the November 2021 ballot measure and the related
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New Transportation Fees
The bill creates new fees for purchases of gasoline and diesel fuel, electric vehicle registrations, retail
deliveries, passenger ride services, and short-term vehicle rentals. It phases in many of the new fees over
time and indexes new and existing fees to inflation. Revenue collection for the new fees created in the bill
begins in FY 2022-23.
Road Usage Fee - Each fuel distributor that pays excise taxes on gasoline and special fuels must also
collect a Road Usage Fee. This fee is paid per gallon of gasoline and diesel, and the fees are phased in
between FY 2022-23 to FY 2031-32. Beginning in FY 2032-33, this fee will be annually adjusted for inflation
based on the NHCCI. Revenue from the Road Usage Fee is credited to the Highway Users Tax Fund.
Bridge and Tunnel Impact Fee - Each fuel distributor that pays excise taxes on special fuels must also
collect the Bridge and Tunnel Impact Fee which is deposited in the Statewide Bridge Enterprise Special
Revenue Fund. This fee is paid per gallon of diesel, and is phased in between FY 2022-23 to FY 2031-32.
Beginning in FY 2032-33, this fee will be annually adjusted for inflation based on the NHCCI.
Electric Vehicle Fees - The bill requires the existing $50 electric vehicle registration fee to be annually
adjusted for inflation. It also imposes additional road usage equalization registration fees on regular and
commercial electric vehicles. These fees are phased in through FY 2031-32, and then adjusted annually
using the NHCCI. Revenues from the new fees are deposited in the Highway Users Tax Fund, with a portion
going to the State Highway Fund for freight related projects.
Retail Delivery Fees –This bill imposes new fees on retail deliveries that are subject to the state sales tax,
which are collected from the purchaser by the retailer. These fees are assessed by the state, the Statewide
Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise, and four new enterprises created in the bill. The initial fee rates are shown
in the table below. In subsequent years, these fees will be adjusted for inflation based on the DenverAurora-Lakewood Consumer Price Index. The fees will only be adjusted for inflation in future years if the
sum of the adjustments to all the fees results in an increase of at least one whole cent. This revenue is
distributed to the HUTF and the MMOF.
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Passenger Ride Fees – This bill creates new passenger ride fees on passenger rides provided by
transportation network companies. These fees are discounted for rides that are pooled or in an electric
vehicle. The passenger ride fees will be collected by the new Clean Fleet Enterprise and the new
Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation Enterprise. The initial fee rates are shown in the table below.
In subsequent years, this fee will be adjusted for inflation based on the Denver-Aurora-Lakewood Consumer
Price Index in years where the sum of the inflation adjustments for the Clean Fleet Per Ride Fee and the
Air Pollution Mitigation Per Ride Fee results in an increase of one whole cent.

Road Safety Surcharge - This bill reduces the amount of the road safety surcharge imposed on motor
vehicle registrations by $11.10 for registrations in 2022 and $5.55 for registrations in 2023.
Daily Vehicle Rental Fee - Beginning in FY 2022-23, the Department of Revenue must annually adjust the
daily rental fee for inflation based on the Denver-Aurora-Lakewood Consumer Price Index. The bill clarifies
that car sharing programs must collect the daily rental fee for any short-term vehicle rentals of 24 hours or
longer.

New State Enterprises
SB 21-260 created four new state enterprises: The Community Access Enterprise, the Clean Fleet
Enterprise, the Clean Transit Enterprise, and the Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation Enterprise. It
also changes the name of the Colorado Bridge Enterprise to the Colorado Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise and
creates new fees to support it. These enterprises are funded through various new fees, as described
below.
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Community Access Enterprise - This bill creates the Community Access Enterprise in the Colorado Energy
Office to support the widespread and equitable adoption of electric vehicles by investing in transportation
infrastructure, providing grants or other financing options to fund the construction of electric vehicle
charging infrastructure, and incentivizing the acquisition of electric vehicles. Revenue from the Community
Access Retail Delivery Fee is deposited in the Community Access Enterprise Fund, which is continuously
appropriated to the Enterprise.

Clean Fleet Enterprise - This bill creates the Clean Fleet Enterprise in the Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment to incentivize and support the use of electric and alternative fuel vehicles by
business and governmental entities that own or operate motor vehicle fleets. Revenue from the Clean Fleet
Retail Delivery Fee and the Clean Fleet Per Ride fee are deposited in the Clean Fleet Enterprise Fund,
which is continuously appropriated to the Enterprise.
Clean Transit Enterprise - This bill creates the Clean Transit Enterprise in CDOT to reduce and mitigate
the adverse environmental impacts and health impacts of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions by
supporting the replacement of existing gasoline and diesel transit vehicles with electric motor vehicles.
Revenue from the Clean Transit Retail Delivery Fee is deposited in the Clean Transit Enterprise Fund, which
is continuously appropriated to the Enterprise. The Transportation Commission is authorized to loan money
to the Clean Fleet Enterprise to defray expenses incurred by the enterprise before it receives fee revenue
or bond proceeds.
Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation Enterprise - This bill creates the Nonattainment Area Air
Pollution Mitigation Enterprise in CDOT to mitigate the environmental and health impacts of increased air
pollution for motor vehicle emissions in nonattainment areas resulting from the growth in TNC rides and
retail deliveries. Revenue from the Air Pollution Mitigation Retail Delivery Fee and the Air Pollution
Mitigation Per Ride Fee are deposited in the Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation Enterprise Fund,
which is continuously appropriated to the Enterprise. The Transportation Commission is authorized to loan
money to the Nonattainment Area Air Pollution Mitigation Enterprise to defray expenses incurred by the
enterprise before it receives fee revenue or bond proceeds.
Statewide Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise - This bill changes the name and scope of the Statewide Bridge
Enterprise to the Statewide Bridge and Tunnel Enterprise and authorizes it to impose a Bridge and Tunnel
Impact Fee on diesel fuel and a Bridge and Tunnel Retail Delivery Fee. Revenue from the Bridge and Tunnel
Retail Delivery Fee and the Bridge and Tunnel Impact fee are deposited in the existing Statewide Bridge
Enterprise Special Revenue Fund.
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Federal Stimulus Funding
CDOT is receiving Federal Stimulus funding through three different pieces of legislation: (1) The CARES Act
of 2020 (2) The Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriation Act (CRRSAA), and (3) The
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA). The Department also received state stimulus funding from SB 21110, SB 21-265, and SB 21-260.

CARES Act (March 2020)
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, & Economic Security (CARES) Act was signed into law providing $2 trillion in
support for a variety of industries affected by COVID-19, including the transit industry which was allocated
$25 billion in funding. This transit funding was provided to support transit operations to prevent, prepare
for, and respond to COVID-19.
Of the $25 billion in transit funds for the nation, funds were allocated by formula as follows:

•
•
•
•

Urbanized Areas Formula Program (49 USC 5307): $22.7 billion
Formula Grants for Rural Areas (49 USC 5311): $2.2 billion
Tribal Transit Formula Program: $3 million

FTA administration and oversight: $75 Million

Beginning January 20, 2020, all activities normally eligible under the Urbanized Area (49 USC 5307) and
Rural Area (49 USC 5311) formula programs were eligible for CARES Act funding, including Operating
(including Administrative cost), Capital (preventive maintenance, rolling stock), and Planning. Colorado
received $325.3 million, of which CDOT received $39.8 million.
Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA) (H.R. 133)
The Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2021 (CRRSAA) is a $900 billion bill
that provides funding for transportation, education, and other Coronavirus relief. CRRSAA was included in
the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (H.R. 133), a $2.3 trillion spending bill that combined the $900
billion in stimulus relief for the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States with a $1.4 trillion omnibus
federal government spending bill for the 2021 federal fiscal year (the omnibus bill portion itself combining
12 separate annual appropriations bills). The funding was signed into law by the President on December 27,
2020.
Of the $900 Billion, CRRSAA included $14 billion to support the transit industry during the COVID-19 public
health emergency. The bill also included $9.8 billion in flexible COVID-19 relief funding for highways with
100 percent federal share. CDOT has been working to move quickly and distribute dollars equitably.
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Highway Funding— Of the $9.8 billion flexible relief funding, CDOT received $134,249,400. These funds
may be used for preventive maintenance, routine maintenance, operations, personnel, including salaries of
employees, and no state match is required. Funds were allocated based on the Surface Transportation
Block Grant (STBG) Program formula, which allocates more than half of the funding on the basis of
population.
Of the total amount, $48.9 million was suballocated to Metropolitan Planning Organizations, as shown in
the table below.
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)

Allocation

DRCOG

$36,280,780

Pikes Peak

$8,548,463

North Front Range

$4,041,362

TOTAL

$48,870,605

Transit Funding—Of the $14 billion allocated to support the transit industry, Colorado will receive $284.1
million, of which $78.4 million will flow through CDOT. The remaining $205.7 million in funds coming to
Colorado will flow directly from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to urban transit agencies such as
RTD, TransFort, Pueblo Transit, and Grand Valley Transit (Grand Junction). CRRSAA directs transit
recipients to prioritize payroll and operational needs.
The FTA funds that CDOT is responsible for managing are sub-allocated by program: 1) $78.1 million in
Section 5311 funds for rural transit agencies (transit outside urbanized areas), 2) $0.2 million in Section
5310 funds (seniors & persons with disabilities) to small urban areas, and 3) $0.1 million in Section 5310
funds for rural areas.
The FTA does not have a sub-allocation formula for 5311 rural transit agencies and relies on CDOT to make
that allocation. The largest pool of funds ($78.1 million) will be allocated proportionally based on the size
of agency budgets.
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA) (H.R. 1319)
CDOT received $343.5 million from the American Rescue Plan (H.R. 1319) through SB 21-260 Sustainability
of the Transportation System. These funds are an allocation of the State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
(SLFRF) from the US Treasury and will fall into expenditure category 6: Revenue Replacement; 6.1
Provision of Government Services. The funds were available upon transfer on June 30, 2021 and costs can
be incurred through December 31, 2024. The Treasury Interim Final Rule further clarified that as long as
funds are obligated by December 31, 2024, the performance period extends through December 31, 2026.
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Of the amount transferred to the Department, $159.5 will be used for shovel ready state highway projects,
$161.34 will be transferred to the Multimodal Transportation and Mitigation Options Fund for multimodal
projects, and the remainder will be used for the Revitalizing Main Streets Program and Burnham Yard.

State Stimulus Funding
Senate Bill 21-110
This bill transferred $30 million from the General Fund to the State Highway Fund to provide additional
funding for the Department’s Revitalizing Main Streets program. This program helps communities across the
state implement transportation-related projects that improve safety and yield long-term benefits to
community main streets.
The Revitalizing Main Streets program supports infrastructure projects that will provide open spaces for
mobility, community activities, and economic development in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. These
projects will enable better winter maintenance for outdoor spaces that were repurposed for the pandemic,
made key improvements to shared streets and plazas, and helped colleges and universities better adapt to
the pandemic.
Senate Bill 21-265
This bill transferred $124.0 million from the General Fund to the State Highway Fund on July 1, 2021.
During the recent economic downturn, HB 20-1376 suspended $50.0 million in General Fund transfers to the
Department for FY 2020-21 and FY 2021-22 and required the Department to pay an additional $12.0 million
in SB 17-267 debt service, resulting in a total debt service payment of $62.0 million in each of those fiscal
years. This transfer is intended to restore the $124.0 million that the Department covered in debt service
from the State Highway Fund that would have otherwise been covered by the General Fund.

Scenario Evaluation
Federal Transportation Revenue
Federal funding to the Department is provided through multi-year transportation reauthorization bills. The
current authorization act, the FAST Act, expired at the end of federal fiscal year 2020. The funding levels
in the FAST Act have been extended through a continuing resolution.
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On August 10, 2021, the Senate passed the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. This bill includes a
reauthorization of surface transportation funding over five years and additional appropriations for U.S.
Department of Transportation programs.
The Department estimates that Colorado would receive a total of $3.9 billion for federal-aid highway
programs over 5 years under this bill. This represents an increase over the current baseline funding of
approximately $950 million over five years, or about $190 million per year. About $45.0 million is dedicated
to a new program focused on bridge repair and replacement and $37.5 million per year is dedicated to a
new Carbon Reduction program and Risk and Resiliency program. The rest is spread across existing
programs. Federal transit funding to Colorado would also increase by about $140.0 million to $183.0 million
per year for five years.
Additionally, about $57.0 million would be available over 5 years to support expansion of the EV charging
network in the state. Colorado would also be able to apply for the additional funding for competitive grant
programs.
As of this writing, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act has not been passed into law, and the
information in this report is subject to change. Upon passage of a new surface transportation
reauthorization, the Department will analyze the bill and incorporate it into financial plans.

Changes Resulting from the Pandemic
Stay in place orders and shutdowns early in the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a dramatic decrease in
vehicle miles traveled across the state throughout the spring and summer of 2020. Vehicle miles traveled
rebounded quickly in the fall and winter, but remained substantially below pre-pandemic levels for about a
year. As the vaccines began rolling out, vehicle miles traveled gradually returned to the pre-pandemic
baseline in the summer of 2021.
At this time, it is uncertain how changes made during the pandemic will impact vehicle miles traveled in
the long-term. For example, a sustained increase in the number of employees working remotely or on
hybrid schedules may slow the growth of vehicle miles in future years. Additionally, the spread of the Delta
variant of COVID-19 has emerged as a primary economic driver as people adjust to the fluctuating health
risk, and the evolving situation may have longer term impacts on statewide travel.
A substantial portion of CDOT’s current revenue is generated from taxes and fees on gasoline. While
electric vehicle registration fees and fees on retail deliveries will help bolster the department’s revenue in
the long term, any additional decreases to vehicles miles traveled could have substantial consequences to
the Department’s budget in the coming years.
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Emerging Transportation Trends
This section provides an overview of the emerging trends and challenges related to transportation in
Colorado.
Greenhouse Gas Mitigation

According to the Colorado Greenhouse Gas Pollution Reduction Roadmap, the transportation sector
contributed more than 25 million metric tons of greenhouse gases in 2020 , or 21 percent of the state’s
total emissions. Nearly 85 percent of those emissions are coming from vehicles on the roadways. As such,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles and transportation infrastructure is critical to achieving
the state’s greenhouse gas emission reduction goals. CDOT recently proposed a new standard to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector, improve air quality and reduce smog, and provide
more travel options.
Aging Population
With an aging population across the United States, older adults (65+) are putting more emphasis on how
and where they choose to age. While many older adults want to “age in place”, many are also now making
purposeful decisions about where they want to spend their retirement years based on the availability of
public transportation. When older adults are able to easily and safely access public transportation, they are
able to continue to meet their basic needs such as medical appointments, shopping, and recreation without
having to drive or rely on others. Based on demographic projections, the number of older adults (65+) in
Colorado is expected to increase by 120% by 2040. Colorado needs to be ready for the impact the aging
baby boomers will have on the larger transportation system and be ready for the shift in how and where
this population is choosing to live.
Changing Preferences
Recent trends suggest a generational shift is occurring across the United States, with growing preferences
for modes of transportation other than the private automobile, including transit, carpools, vanpools,
ridesharing, biking, and walking. Associated with this is the growing popularity of walkable communities
closer to jobs, recreation, and amenities. This is impacting the typical travel patterns that have been seen
in the United States since the coming of age of the automobile in the 1950s. Transit agencies must consider
not only the transit dependent users, but also the impact that demand for transit services and improved
first and last mile connections to transit will have on their transit system.
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New Modes of Transportation
New modes of transportation, or variations on old modes, are emerging. Recently, e-bikes and scooters
have spread through cities across the U.S. as a new form of “micro-mobility.” Additionally, ridesharing
continues to grow in popularity. Ridesharing matches passengers with vehicles and may include carpools,
vanpools and transportation network companies, such as Uber and Lyft, where individuals use personal
motor vehicles to provide passenger transportation services. The economic, environmental and
transportation system impacts of ridesharing is still being assessed, but there are likely environmental
benefits associated with multiple passenger rideshares (e.g. carpools and vanpools) and the increased use
of public transit when a rideshare is used as a first and last mile solution.
Vehicle Technology
Connected and autonomous vehicles will turn roads into information freeways that need to be planned,
built, managed, and maintained much differently than asphalt or concrete. In a world where vehicle
decisions and movements are communicated wirelessly to humans or automated vehicles (AV), CDOT will
have new tools to systematically improve safety and efficiency, while providing robust and timely
information to both humans and vehicles.

Major Expenses Anticipated
The majority of annual expenditures are associated with the delivery of the core Department functions of
construction, maintenance and operations, multimodal services, and suballocated programs (i.e. funds
passed-through to local agencies for transportation projects). The most significant anticipated expenses
are those expenses associated with planned capital construction projects and maintenance and operations
activities.
Every four years, CDOT takes a fresh look at Colorado’s transportation investment priorities and builds a
Statewide Transportation Plan that helps deliver those priorities. While CDOT has delivered many of these
plans over the years, for this plan – Your Transportation Plan - CDOT embarked on an effort to refresh
transportation priorities based on firsthand input from residents across the state, creating a multimodal
plan that is meaningful to every region of the state. Your Transportation Plan is a vision document that
outlines what we want to achieve across our transportation system over the next 25 years. The current
draft of the Statewide Transportation Plan can be found on CDOT’s website here.
The Plan was built around CDOT’s 10-year vision to help address the critical multimodal transportation
needs of Colorado residents and businesses. More information on projects in this plan can be found at
CDOT’s website here.
https://www.codot.gov/programs/your-transportation-priorities/statewide-plan
https://www.codot.gov/programs/your-transportation-priorities/vision
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